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“Thank you so much for the excellent snood for my little red
car, it ﬁts perfectly and will keep her warm during this cold
winter… I like your snoods so much that I would be most
grateful if you could make me a silver one to match the silver
bodywork of my Porsche RS61.”
Sir Stirling Moss O.B.E.
“My ﬁrst experience of the covers was turning up at Windsor
Castle and seeing my 1957 BMW 507 car and two of my racing
motorcycles wearing Classic Additions rain covers. Whether
they are wearing the superbly tailored soft cover or the
equally well ﬁtting rain cover, the cars and bikes still look
attractive with a high degree of presentation. Thank you.”
John Surtees C.B.E. 1934-2017
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Custom Made Indoor Car Covers

A car cover individually made to the
customer’s unique requirements,
suitable for indoor use only, made
from a soft durable fabric designed to
hug the contours of the car.
These covers are chosen by car
manufacturers and collectors around the
world.
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We have a vast library of measurements, however there are still some cars and other
vehicles that we do not have accurate information for and therefore we oﬀer a full
measuring service which is charged at cost. Please call for further information.

Scr

Breathable

Storage bag

Soft

4 weeks
delivery

UK design

Fully
bespoke

Cust

Protects from
dust, knocks
& scrapes

Embroidery
available

Black

White

Light Grey

Old English
White

Shiny
Silver

Golden
Biscuit

Coal

Brown

BR Green

Yellow

Lime
Green

Orange

Bottle
Green

Red

Sky Blue

Burgundy

Royal Blue

Dark Wine

Navy

Purple

Covers are available in any
combination of the colours above and
piping is included as standard,
however there is an extra charge for
additions such as stripes and spots.
Although every eﬀort is made to
accurately depict the colour of the
products, we ask that if you are
unsure please ask for a colour sample.
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Custom Made Indoor Car Covers

Colours
(swatches available)

Super Soft Stretch Indoor Car Covers

This is the most recent addition to
our collection.
Suitable for indoor use only, they are available
in ﬁve colours: Black, Navy Blue,
Guards Red, Bottle Green
and Light Grey.

“I write to say how very pleased I am with the
above cover for my Corvette; as is my friend in
Germany for whom I purchased the same
cover for his Mercedes SLK 200”

6 Classic Additions

Black

Navy Blue

These Super Soft and Stretchy Indoor Car Covers are the ideal solution for those looking to
add a subtle touch of style to their garage without going to the expense of our fully bespoke
range. Lycra blended, satin fabric allows the cover to cling to the car whilst its delicate sheen
provides an elegant ﬁnish. The tightly woven fabric provides excellent protection from dust
and other pollutants as well as remaining breathable to prevent any build-up of condensation.

Scr

Breathable

Storage bag

Soft
Cust

Guards Red

24 hours
delivery
Bottle Green

Protects from
dust, knocks
& scrapes

Personalised
printing
available

Quick ﬁt

Secure elastic

Lightweight
Cool Grey
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Super Soft Stretch Indoor Car Covers

Colours

Custom Made Outdoor Car Covers

A fully breathable waterproof cover,
just for you.
These covers are tailored for your vehicle,
using our Ultimate triple-layered
nanotechnology fabric, giving you
the most advanced outdoor
cover money can buy.

“Thank you for this fantastic service,
generosity and of course great product,
I shall recommend your company to all
who ask, totally refreshing bearing in
mind the mediocrity accepted by the
majority in this country now, many
thanks again.”
P. Slater, Lincoln.
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Custom Made Outdoor Car Covers

Our Custom Made Outdoor Covers are fully breathable and may be ﬁtted to a wet or dry car.
The strong straps make this an ideal cover for outdoor use, whilst their breathability means it
is also suitable for use indoors. Available in a subtle grey colour, each cover is hand made to
order for your vehicle for incredible ﬁtted protection.

Scr

Breathable

Storage bag

Soft

4 weeks
delivery

UK design

Fully bespoke

Snow and
frost
protection

Protection
from UV rays

Cust

Protects from
dust, knocks
& scrapes

Personalised
printing
available

Secure elastic

Protects from
sap & bird
droppings

Suitable for
use with
cable lock

Permit kit
available

Lightweight

Waterproof

We have a vast library of measurements, however there are still
some cars and other vehicles that we do not have accurate
information for and therefore we oﬀer a full measuring service
which is charged at cost. Please call for further information.
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Ultimate Outdoor Car Covers

The world’s first semi-custom fit car
cover with unique nanotechnology
properties.
This incredible fabric is both waterproof
and breathable. The soft, stretchy
fabric ensures unbeatable care and
protection for your car.

“Thank you so much for the Super Soft
Ultimate car cover I received. It was so easy to
ﬁt and covers my Mercedes R129 perfectly. I am
impressed with the cover and your service.”
David
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Ultimate Outdoor Car Covers

This standard ﬁt Ultimate Car Cover is manufactured from our most advanced fabric and is
scientiﬁcally treated to provide breathability whilst remaining waterproof, strong and stretchy.
This amazing cover is available in twelve sizes to ﬁt a huge range of vehicles. Manufactured in
a discreet grey, these car covers are suitable for use indoors and outdoors.

Scr

Breathable

Storage bag

Soft

24 hours
delivery

Personalised
printing
available

Quick ﬁt

Secure elastic

Snow and
frost
protection

Protection
from UV rays

Suitable for
use with
cable lock

Cust

Protects from
dust, knocks
& scrapes
Protects from
sap & bird
droppings
Permit kit
available

Lightweight

Waterproof
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Lightweight Breathable Car Covers

Weather resistant and breathable, an
ideal outdoor car cover.
Tried and tested for outdoor use,
however the breathability and
weight of the fabric means this
cover is suitable for both
outdoor and indoor
purposes.

“Thank you for supplying me once again with an outdoor cover for
my MGB. The ﬁrst cover was only damaged from a large falling
branch, but after 8 months of being outside over the wettest and
coldest winter for many years the car was still in a magniﬁcent
condition; your products are obviously the best in the market.”
Sheldon, Cricklewood Carriers Cab Company Ltd.
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Lightweight Breathable Car Covers

These well-reviewed Lightweight Breathable Car Covers are ideal for cars that are in regular use
and are kept either outside or under a partial shelter. The lightweight fabric makes this cover
incredibly easy to manage, whilst the breathability of the cover means any water sitting on the
car when the cover is put in place will evaporate away through the material.

Scr

Breathable

Storage bag

Soft

24 hours
delivery

Quick ﬁt

Secure elastic

Lightweight

Snow and
frost
protection

Suitable for
use with
cable lock

Cust

Protects from
dust, knocks
& scrapes
Protects from
sap & bird
droppings
Permit kit
available

Lightweight

Showerproof
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Waterproof Half Covers

These covers are specifically
designed to protect the cockpit of
the car.
The perfect solution for keeping the frost oﬀ in
the winter, keeping the interior cool in the
summer and providing added protection
for leaky roofs!

“My Half cover has just arrived for the MX5. What a fantastic
service, ordered yesterday and the ﬁt is spot on (thanks for the
warning of a snug ﬁt on the Mk3). Once again thanks for solving
the problem for me so eﬀectively. I have no hesitation in
recommending your products and services and look forward to
using your company again.”
Andrew T
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Waterproof Half Covers

This small and convenient cover is manufactured from silver polyester, making it waterproof
and heat reﬂective. It has mirror pockets, strong elastic straps and folds easily for storage.

Storage bag

24 hours
delivery

Lightweight

Protects from
sap & bird
droppings

Lightweight

Quick ﬁt

Secure elastic

Snow and
frost
protection

Protection
from UV rays

Heat reﬂective
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Bike Covers

Super Soft Stretch Indoor Bike Covers

These covers have been designed to provide an aﬀordable, high quality indoor cover to
protect your bike from dust, scrapes and scratches whilst in storage. Our Super Soft
Stretch Indoor Bike Covers have a snug ﬁt that shows oﬀ the lines of your bike.
Scr

Breathable

Storage bag

Soft

24 hours
delivery

Quick ﬁt

Secure
elastic

Cust

Protects from
dust, knocks
& scrapes
Lightweight
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Personalised
printing
available

Colours available

These fully bespoke bike covers are
individually hand made from a soft
durable fabric. They are designed to hug
the contours of the bike whilst protecting
it from dust, scrapes and scratches.

Bike Covers

Custom Made Indoor Bike Covers

Outdoor Ultimate Bike Covers

A fully waterproof cover which will protect your bike from the
elements all year round. The cover has heat shields to protect
from hot exhausts and comes with strong elastic straps.
Scr

Breathable

Storage bag

Soft
Cust

Scr

Breathable

Storage bag

Soft

24 hours
delivery

Protects from
dust, knocks &
scrapes

Embroidery
available

Secure
elastic

Protects from
sap & bird
droppings

Protection
from UV
rays

Suitable for
use with
cable lock

Cust

4 weeks
delivery

Protects from
dust, knocks &
scrapes

UK design

Fully
bespoke

Quick ﬁt

Lightweight

Snow and
frost
protection
Permit kit
available

Waterproof
Available in a wide range of colours - see Custom Made Indoor Car Covers on page 5.
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Wind Deﬂectors

For convertible and cabriolet owners

Our exclusive range of wind deﬂectors are designed to alleviate the problems of wind-blown
hair, poor acoustics and unpleasant cold draughts by deﬂecting the air over the top of the
cockpit of the car when the roof is down. Please ask for more details of model availability,
prices and colours.

Prevents air
circulating back
into the car

Improves
acoustics when
roof down

Can remain
ﬁtted when
roof up

Warm air
retained in
cockpit

No restriction
to visibility

Storage bag
available
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• Combines the beneﬁts of
a trickle charger with the
power of a conventional
charger
• Constantly monitors
voltage
• Eliminates over-charging

Multi-Function Jump Starter Kit
• Jump start vehicles
• Cigarette adaptor for charging
mobile devices
• Built-in torch
• An essential multi-purpose
charger for touring and road
trips.

• 3 charging modes
• Can be used for long
term storage

Door Protectors

Cable Lock

• Protects car doors from
touching garage walls

• Suitable for use with our
full outdoor covers

• Soft durable foam

• Rubber covered cable

• Printed and non-printed
options available

• Supplied with cable,
padlock & 2 keys

• Size: 1m x 0.5m

• Fits under the car
through eyelets on the
cover

24 hours delivery

OTH ER ACC ESS OR I E S AVA I L A B LE – P L EAS E ASK F OR D ETA I LS
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Accessories

Ctek CT3800 Charger/Conditioner

Reveal Launch Covers

We developed these Reveal Covers to provide a
stylish way for car manufacturers, marketing
companies and dealerships to present cars at events
and vehicle launches around the world.

Our reveal covers can be tailor-made to your requirements and are available in a
kaleidoscope of colours and fabrics. They can be fully ﬁtted as per our custom made
indoor car covers or loosely shaped to provide a draped cover for a theatrical reveal.
Embroidery and screen printing are available to add further branding or a full digital print
at any size directly on the material replicating any logo, pattern or design.
By popular demand we have developed a range of reveal covers in either black or silver
which we plan to keep in stock at all times ready for next day delivery if no branding is
required.
Some images courtesy of Jaguar Land Rover UK
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Reveal Launch Covers
Our car bows add an extra
special element to car
presentations whether for
new car purchases or
promotional events.
These are available in Bright
Red or Royal Blue.
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“Classic Additions began when I
inherited my grandfather’s Triumph TR5.
He bought the car from new in 1968 so I
saw the need to develop a car cover that
I could trust to safeguard the car from
dust and scrapes, as well as a cover that
wouldn’t trap moisture against the
paintwork. Since the development of
our ﬁrst cover, Classic Additions strive to
put our customers and their cars ﬁrst.”
Adrian Boyes
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Established in 1989, Classic Additions was formed by
Adrian Boyes when his love of cars and motorbikes let
him to source and develop a range of covers for all
situations. Adrian’s ﬁrst indoor cover remains largely
unchanged and is still a best-seller today.
Rapidly the range expanded to include outdoor covers
and later, fully bespoke tailor made covers. Our long
history of excellence means we can proudly say we
partner with some of the most prestigious manufacturers
in the world, meaning all of our products are made to the
highest standards.
Our 10,000 sq. ft. factory is based in the United
Kingdom and gives us the opportunity to oﬀer fully
tailor made car covers using the ﬁnest fabrics and
expert craftsman. From start to ﬁnish the dedicated
manufacturing team will cut, assemble, embroider and
sew your cover to your exact speciﬁcations.
Classic Additions boast an extensive library of
measurement patterns (the earliest in our records is an
1886 Benz) which allows us to manufacture the majority
of covers without having to measure; however in some
instances measuring may be required and this can be
arranged at a time that suits you.

Contact Details
Classic Additions Ltd
Upper Farm Barns,
Rorrington, Chirbury,
Montgomery,
Shropshire,
SY15 6BX.
T:
F:
E:

01938 561717
01938 561718
sales@classicadditions.co.uk

www.classicadditions.co.uk
Follow us on

